Models for assessing immunogenicity and efficacy of new therapeutics for the treatment of haemophilia.
Inhibitor development remains a challenge to appropriate haemophilia treatment. This challenge is being addressed, in part, by an expanding knowledge of the mechanisms that drive inhibitor development including how elements of the innate immune response play a role in inhibitor development. There are promising therapies that may suppress an active immune response. Models to assess the immune responses are becoming ever more sophisticated. Newer models can be used at the preclinical level to evaluate the role of MHC-class II presentation of antigens in both in vitro cell culture studies and in vivo in transgenic mice that express either the protein to be studied or that express human MHC-class II proteins. Parallel to work designed to reduce or reverse inhibitors is development of improved therapies including bypassing agents to treat patients with inhibitors. With these new treatment modalities comes the problem of assessing efficacy at the preclinical level. Models to evaluate bleeding are being developed that may give a more subtle assessment of bypassing agents. These models represent in part an attempt to incorporate the role of ongoing bleeding into the evaluation. Overall, these newer models have great potential in preclinical studies to evaluate the risk of inhibitor development of new therapeutics and to assess the functionality of these new therapeutics.